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SUMMARY: Abiding in God’s Tent, Dwelling on God’s Hill 
Psalm 15 

 

If God were to ask all those whom God sees as being followers of Christ to stand up – I 
wonder who’d they be? Are you what God considers a Christ follower – why do you say that? 
I know that if we ask much of our media what they mean when they speak about ‘Christians,’ 
we’d get all sorts of answers: What, e.g., do you think they consider to be the so-called 
‘Christian vote’ regarding abortion, or the ‘Christian opinion’ regarding sexual identity, or 
our capitalist economy, or the climate crisis or any number of subjects and issues. What sets 
Christ-followers apart from the rest? Or is it even fair to speak like that – as if Christianity 
could ever be just one homogenous whole with opinions on which all Christ followers agree? 
 

Apparently, that’s been a question for the ages. In Psalm 15 we find David wrestling with 
what God requires of us and so with what holy living looks like. His question obviously 
resonated with all the Hebrew people because they chose down the ages to keep it in their 
song book, to be sung in their gatherings.  
 

And so, to that question: who may be a guest in your house? …who may dwell on your holy 
mountain? Notice how this isn't so much about asking God who will one day abide with God 
on some holy hill in heaven, as directing us to what it means to live lives that reveal our 
‘dwelling’ with God now.  Its answer describes the characteristics of lives lived as a 
profession of faith. It lists the characteristics of those whom the psalmist says may abide in 
God’s tent, dwell on God’s holy hill. While we're not told what the actual problem was that 
generated this question, there is something very beautiful about this response - though 
‘beautiful’ may not be our immediate response – because it does set the bar seriously high!  
 

This is about us Leading a blameless life and doing what is right, as opposed to our living 
lives marked by our doing just whatever is expedient- whatever helps us best to fit in, or be 
popular, not cause too many ructions. Don’t you wish that you could say with absolute 
integrity that that is always how you live your life: ‘Blamelessly, doing what’s right! 
OK, I’m starting to cringe a little here.  
 

Or How about always needing to be speaking truthfully from our hearts? Again, seriously?  
Always? What about those many times we choose not to do that, choosing instead to remain 
quiet to keep the peace, or avoid being attacked?i 
 

And more – it’s those who never wrong a friend, utter no reproach against a neighbour, 
meaning who don’t ever gossip or put anyone else down – not even when it’s a seriously 
juicy piece of gossip that we’ve heard - and true! Well, these people of God/ abiding in God 
are those who just don’t do that! 
 

What about always standing by their word, never taking advantage of the disadvantaged… 
We’d love to be all of that. But, sadly, how seldom we get that right – honestly putting 
ourselves second to advantage the other - it’s not what we instinctively do! 
 

And yet, this is the bar God expects of us: Who may abide in your tent?  Who may dwell on your 
holy hill? … be a guest in your house? 
 

These are those whom we God uses as the reflectors of God’s presence on earth. 
This is the kind of living that have the hallmarks for which we were created. 

 



 
It’s not just what we say, it’s how we live. I think of that shattering comment Jesus madeii in 
where he says that ‘not everyone who says to me “Lord Lord” will enter the Kingdom of 
Heaven but only he one who does God’s will’ 
 

But who can live like that – all the time? – or even some of the time? Properly? Is it even 
possible? What about this psalm can be Good News to us? Where is the grace? As 
individuals striving for personal perfection I am not sure that there is too much good news 
here. As individuals, I am not sure that this Psalm 15 is not just a guilt-stick to beat ourselves 
with, we all fail so much in so many of these areas! While we may get some things right, 
there is always so much where we fail! 
 

But, as I said, as Christ followers, personal perfection is NEVER the goal! Instead, the goal 
is our coming to living awareness of sacred unity! There’s the grace! Because sacred unity 

is something we have in Christ DESPITE how often we may fail as individuals. 
 

O God, who may be a guest in your house or dwell on your holy mountain? How’s this for 
God’s implied answer: It’s ‘all those who recognise how it’s by my grace alone – as we 
embrace our place in Christ - that we exist as God’s guests, God’s holy mountain dwellers! 
 

And then, it’s from a rising awareness of being within this widely interconnected, Christ-
filled creation that we gradually do become aware of how this is all holy, including ourselves 
and everything, despite the worst of our own failings… 
 

Psalm 15 brings us back to facing the worst of our shadows right here in the worlds where 
we live. Frankly, left to our own devices, none of us can claim ever to be walking 
blamelessly and doing what is right, always speaking the truth from our hearts. None of us.  
It’s like we can’t help ourselves. Despite how hard we may try, given the situation, at some 
stage we will slander with our tongues and at times even hurt and disappoint our friends, 
shame our neighbours. We live in a world where struggling to keep our word is our reality! 
 

In one of his most recent writings Richard Rohr describes 3 quite different responses that we 
may make to all this. The first two are equally unhelpful, and yet most instinctive: (1) We 
may become zealously ferocious! Attack! Be it our politicians – they’re human and so they 
fail - or be it in in our community or social groups as we shamelessly malign those who have 
disappointed us by failing in their commitments, or even in ourselves - we zealously attack 
ourselves as we find those dark and broken failings within ourselves! (2) The other option is 
to become self-righteous, as the Pharisees did! That would be us choosing to be all spiritually 
superior and holier-than-thou above it all! Judgementally dismissive! We may close our eyes 
in our self-righteous condemnations – pretending that we are better than that. Neither of 
those is helpful… But, thank God, there is (3), the Christ-filled, Christian way – where the 
Good News of Jesus Christ provides us with a third possible response. While Psalm 15 may 
reveal us at our worst, it’s as we become aware of how we are all actually deeply connected 
within the community of Christ’s God-soaked world, so we may begin to sense ourselves at 
our best.  
 

Yes, of course we can still see these dark shadows wherever they are, but we admit how we 
don’t like them, how we are choosing not to be defined by them. Instead, we are choosing to 
own an awareness of our place within God’s sacred, Christ-filled interconnectedness, and it’s 
that holy awareness which we pray will always lead us into behaving as our best selves… 



 

The point is that it's Christ and Christ alone who completes us, makes us one with God, and 
so brings us into an awareness of abiding within God’s tent, dwelling on God’s holy hill! 
It has nothing to do with the pursuit of personal perfection, and everything with who 
God has already made us to be, in Christ. What a relief…  
 

And so, what exactly is a follower of Christ? If God were to ask all those whom God sees as 
being followers of Christ to stand up – who’d they be? 
 

OH BELIEVE IT - THAT’S US – FLAWED, UNFINISHED, AND YET STILL 
PROFOUNDLY BELOVED! COMMISSIONED! 

 

May that we come to know that more, live that better 
And be that in Jesus’ Name 

Amen. 
Rev Robin Jacobson 

 
i I recently went for a walk and found myself among those protesters in Polson Park protesting everything from calling COVID a ‘so-
called pandemic’ and a government scam, to the rejection of electronic financial transactions and it seemed most every other 
current conspiracy! Did I agree with any of them? NO! …and so, while walking through them, did I say anything? Also, NO! …so 
much for speaking truth from my heart eh! 
ii Matthew 7:21 


